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Unit Description 
AND Gate OR Gate Logic 

In this unit you will look at Network topologies such as MESH, star, LAN & WAN.  

In addition you will look at network protocols & layers. In addition you will look 

at logic gates and logic circuits including AND, NOT & OR gates. 
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Logic & Languages  Networks  

7-9 

Describe the characteristics of an assembler, a compiler and 
an interpreter 

 Explain packet switching 
 

Use a trace table to trace through a program  Explain the use of Ethernet standards to transmit data over a wired network 

Interpret the results of truth tables 

 
 Explain wireless data transmission including frequency, Channels and encryption  

6 

Create, modify and interpret simple logic circuit diagrams 
 

 Explain the need for IP addressing of resources on the Internet and how this can be facilitated by the role 
of DNS services 

 

Be able to write a simple authentication routine involving a 
username and password 

 Explain the need for Wireless Access Points (WAP) to create wireless hotspots.  

Be able to write simple data validation routines 
 

 Describe routers and switches needed to connect stand-alone computers into a Local Area Network  

Construct truth tables for the following logic gates: NOT, AND 
& OR 

 Explain what is meant by the cloud and Hosting  

Describe defensive design considerations: Such as Input 
sanitisation, validation/ Planning for contingencies / 
Anticipating misuse & Authentication 

 Describe the nature of the Internet as a worldwide collection of computer networks  

5 

Distinguish between types of error in programs (logic, syntax, 

runtime) 
 Explain the role of computers in client-server and peer-to-peer networks  

Describe the characteristics of an assembler, a compiler and 
an interpreter 

 Describe star and mesh network topologies  

   Describe the difference between a Local Area Network and a Wide Area Network.  

 


